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Paul E. Rice (State Bar No. 062509)
24 Cramden Drive
Monterey, CA 93940
Telephone:650-799-1181
price@civlit.corn
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Attorney for Plaintiff Paul E. Rice
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
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IN AND FOR COUNTY OF MONTEREY
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UMLIMITED JURISDICTION CIVIL
—

Case No.

PAUL E. RICE
Plaintiff,
vs.

MPI Jet, Flight Level Aviation LLC,
Prestige Aviation LLC and Does 1-25
Defendants.

COMPLAINT FOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT, INTENTIONAL
MISREPRESENTATION,
NEGLIGENT
MISREPRESENTATION AND
FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES (AS
TO DEFENDANTS FLIGHT
LEVEL AERO LLC AND
PRESTIGE AERO LLC ONLY)
(JURY TRIAL DEMANDED)
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COMES NOW Plaintiff, Paul E. Rice, and for causes of action against

Defendants, and each of them, and demanding trial by jury, alleges as follows:

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
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1.

Plaintiff Paul E. Rice ("Plaintiff') is, and at all relevant times was, an

individual residing in the County of Monterey, California.
2.

The legal capacity of Defendant MPI Jet ("MPI") is unknown to

27

Plaintiff. On information and belief, the principal place of business of said

28

Defendant is in the City and County of Monterey.
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3.

On information and belief, Defendant Flight Level Aviation LLC

(" Flight" ) is a limited liability company, organized and existing under the laws of
Complaint
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the State of California, with its principal place of business in the City and County
of Fresno, California. Plaintiff has been advised by Defendant MPI that Flight

4

Level was the "operator" of the chartered aircraft referenced herein.
On information and belief, Defendant Prestige Aviation LLC
4.

s

("Prestige" ) is a limited liability company, organized and existing under the laws
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of the State of California, with its principal place of business in the City and
County of Fresno, California. Based upon an internet search, Plaintiff has
determined that at least the pilot of the airplane, was, as of the time of the flight
referenced, an employee of Defendant Prestige.
5.

The relationship between Prestige and Flight Level is unknown to

Plaintiff.
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Venue is proper herein in that the principal place of business of
Defendant MPI is in the County of Monterey CCP 395.5) Venue is also proper in
6.

ts

that the contract at issue was entered into in the County of Monterey (CCP 395(a)),
Venue is additionally further proper in that Monterey County is the county of

17

Plaintiff's residence (Code Civ. Proc. section 395(b)).
Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities, whether
7.
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individual, corporate, associate or otherwise, of Defendants sued herein as Does
through 25, inclusive, and therefore sues such Defendants under said fictitious

zi

names. Plaintiff will amend this complaint to allege their true names and
capacities once ascertained, and will seek leave of Court to allege appropriate

22

further charging allegations.
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At some or all of the times referenced herein, each of the Defendants
was acting as the agent and/or principal of all other Defendants. Further, at all
times referenced herein, MPI acted as the agent of Plaintiff.
8.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION - BREACH OF CONTRACT (AS

26
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I

TO DEFENDANT MPI)
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9.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-8 above, as though set

forth in full.
3

10.

Plaintiff traveled with his wife in May,2020, from their home in

4

Monterey, California, to the home of their son and daughter in law in Arvada

s

Colorado. The purpose of this trip was to visit for the first time with their first

grandchild, who was about seven weeks old at the time. Plaintiff and his wife are

s

both over 70 years of age, and thus in a high risk group for not only catching the
Corona virus, but also for dying Rom or suffering serious adverse health
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consequences said virus.
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11.

For many weeks prior to the airplane flight referenced herein, Plaintiff

and his wife had taken serious precautions in order to reduce their exposure to the
12

Coronavirus. They sheltered in place, wore masks and gloves, and avoided all

13

stores and other retail establishments. The only was exceptions were when

i4

Plaintiff tended to important medical needs, traveled to purchase food via non-

is

contact procedures which did not involve entering the store, and the like.
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12.

Ultimately a determination was made that the safest reasonable means

17

of travel from Monterey to Colorado was via a rental recreational vehicle, as said

18

vehicle permitted for isolation from other humans as the recreational vehicle was
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self contained, providing for enclosed shelter, food, bathroom and sleeping.
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13.

Unfortunately, the rental vehicle presented significant safety and other

issues of such severity that Plaintiff determined that it would be unwise and unsafe
22
23

to utilize it for the return trip to Monterey.
14.

After considering the alternatives of renting a car, flying

23

commercially on a scheduled airline, or driving back in a different recreational
vehicle, Plaintiff determined that the safest alternative would be to charter an

26

airplane, so as to substantially limit his and his wife's exposure to other humans,

24
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which limited exposure was recommended by Plaintiff's cardiologist, public
health officials and institutions, published articles in mass media, etc.
3

4
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Plaintiff reached out to MPI, a local plane rental company, which he
had heard about previously by virtue of a news article which he had read some
15.

time before commencement of the trip from Monterey to Colorado. Further prior
to deciding upon traveling via a rental recreational vehicle, Plaintiff communicated

8

briefly with Shane Smit, an MPI employee, principal, agent and or employee,
about the expense of chartering a plane to travel both ways. Ultimately this

9

process was too expensive to fit within the budget of Plaintiff, who has been retired
for several years.
16.
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When he decided to charter a plane home, Plaintiff contacted MPI and

had more than one communication in which Mr. Smit assured Plaintiff, in response
to his inquiries, that any chartered airplane would be cleaned and disinfected
thoroughly and according to high standards, and that the cabin crew would, at all
times, wear masks and gloves (" safety standards"). Plaintiff advised Mr. Smit that

if compliance with these safety standards was not assured, he would not charter a
iz

plane.
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In addition to providing charters for its own planes, Plaintiff was

advised by Mr. Smit that MPI also arranged flights with other charter airline
companies. Plaintiff was provided by Mr. Smit with a couple of charter
alternatives. After being advised of the pricing differential, and again, having been
assured that the referenced safety standards would be met, Plaintiff chartered

through MPI, the cheapest option presented, a small turboprop, for the cost of
$ 10,300, pursuant to a written contract with Defendant MPI. This sum was paid in
advance of the flight, as required, by wire transfer from Plaintiff's bank in
Monterey, to API's bank in Monterey County. A true and correct copy of the

written terms of the contract with MPI is attached hereto as Exhibit
Complaint 4

1.

These terms

were drafted solely by MPI. By naming itself as a contracting party in Exhibit I,
MPI is responsible to Plaintiff for any failure by the operator to strictly comply
3

with the safety standards. Plaintiff is unaware of the financial or other terms of
any contractual or other agreement between MPI and one or both of the remaining

3

6

named defendants.
18.

Plaintiff was assured by Mr. Smit, on behalf of MPI, that he would

investigate to confirm that any airplane chartered would meet the safety standards.
s

to

Mr. Smit confirmed that he would take the appropriate steps to locate an

appropriate charter aircraft company which promised that the above-referenced
safety standards would be met. Plaintiff told Mr. Smit he had no interest in

chartering a plane which did not comply with these safety standards, That MPI had

indisputably confirmed with one or both of the remaining named Defendants and

represented to Plaintiff that the charter plane crew would wear masks and gloves at
i4
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all times was indisputably confirmed by Mr. Smit's response when advised by

Plaintiff that this protocol was not followed, which was stated in writing, "(T)his
is very devastating news, they(sic) operator assured me they follow all the
protocols"
19.

When Plaintiff and his wife arrived at the Centennial private airport in

Colorado, they were greeted by the pilot and copilot who were both wearing masks
20

and gloves, as were Plaintiff and his wife. Plaintiff, accompanied by his wife,

21

boarded the plane.
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20.

Just a few minutes after the plane took off, the copilot removed his

z4

mask and gloves. Although Plaintiff was able to observe the hands of the pilot, he
was not able to see his face to determine whether he removed his mask. The

z5

copilot's mask and gloves remained off for most of the flight, the captain's gloves

26

remained off for most of the flight.
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The assurances that the crew would continuously wear masks and
gloves and otherwise meet the safety standards was an integral and material
21.

4

inducement to Plaintiff entering into Exhibit I with MPI.
22. The failure by the crew to continuously wear both mask and gloves

s

constituted a material breach of Exhibit I by Defendant MPI.
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By virtue of said material breach, Plaintiff has suffered damages in the
sum of $ 10,300, the amount paid for the aforementioned charter flight.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays judgment against MPI, as follows:
23.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION-INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION
(DEFENDANTS FLIGHT LEVEL AND PRESTIGE)
24. Plaintiff incorporates by reference as though set forth in full, paragraphs 1-8,

12
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15
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18
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2o

and 11-21, above.
25. Defendants Flight Level and/or Prestige represented to Defendant MPI that
the safety standards would be adhered to at all times during the ingress, in

flight, and egress of the chartered flight referenced herein,
26. At the time(s) of making these representations Flight Level and/ or Prestige

knew that MPI would transmit those representations to Plaintiff prior to
Plaintiff contracting with MPI for the flight referenced herein, and knowing

that Plaintiff would rely upon said misrepresentations.
27.MPI did in fact represent to Plaintiff prior to his entering into Exhibit 1 with

22

MPI that Defendants Flight Level and/or Prestige that said Defendant(s) had
represented to MPI that the safety standards referenced above, including that

23

the flight crew would continuously wear both masks and gloves, would be

24

complied with.
28. Plaintiff did in fact rely upon said representations, which reliance was

26

reasonable.
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29.At the time of making said representations to MPI, Defendants Flight
2

and/or Prestige knew either that they were not true or made said

3

representations recklessly and without regard for the truth.

4
5

30. As a direct and proximate result of the acts referenced in paragraphs 25-28,

above, Plaintiff suffered damages in the amount of $ 10,300.

31.Said misrepresentations were made for the purpose of deceiving Plaintiff
7

and inducing him to charter the flight, and constituted fraud, oppression

8

and/or malice, entitling Plaintiff to punitive damages against Defendants

9

Flight and Prestige in an amount to be determined by the trier of fact,

10

subject to any applicable Federal and California multiplier or other
limitations on the amount of punitive damages to be awarded.

12

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays judgment against Defendants Flight and Prestige,
14

and each of them, as follows:

15

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FOR NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION
(DEFENDANTS FLIGHT LEVEL AND PRESTIGE)

17

19
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32. Plaintiff incorporates by reference, as though set forth in full, Paragraphs
1-8, 11-21, and 25-28, above.

22

33.When Defendants, Flight and/or Prestige made said representations to MPI,

23

said Defendants, may have honestly believed that said representations were

24

true at the time(s) made, however Flight and/or Prestige had no reasonable

25

grounds to believe said representations were true.
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34.As a direct and proximate result of the acts referenced in paragraphs

25,26,27„and 33, Plaintiff suffered damages in the amount of $ 10,300.
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35.WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays judgment against Defendants Flight and
2

Prestige, and each of them, as follows:

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

5

6

1.

For damages according to proof, as to all Defendants

7

2.

For punitive damages pursuant to California Civil Code Section 3294

8

as to Defendants Flight and Prestige, as well as any appropriate Doe Defendants,

9

3.

For interest, as to all Defendants

10

4.

For costs of suit incurred herein, as to all Defendants, and

5.

For other such and further relief as the Court may deem just and

r2

proper.

14

Dated: June 10, 2020
By

15
16

Paul B. IQce

Attorney for Plaintiff Paul E. Rice
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18

Trial by jury demanded.
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EXHIBIT 1

DEFINITIONS

Parties;The two parties who are entering into this agreement are Charterer and Charter Company (MPI Jet DBA Monterey Pacific Executive
Charter). Charterer: The individual or entity requesting the charter service.
GENERAL
This charter

quote is aircraft specific; should the need arise to change aircraft, cost may vary accordingly. Charterer shall be informed of any
such change prior to flight and the amount of additional cost, if any. The quote is based upon aircraft and crew availability and is valid for 30
days. Upon acceptance of terms and conditions listed herein, this document becomes a legal and binding contract between the two parties.
PRICES, PAYMENTS AND CANCELLATION

prices quoted herein are accurate on the date quoted, and are valid for 48hrs. The charges and fees shown are estimates for this
quotation. The billing will be at actual prices and amounts may vary from this quotation. Full payment is due 24 hours prior to the date of
service. Our cancellation fee is 15% of each Leg Fee within 48hrs, 50% of each Leg within 24-12hrs and 100% of each leg if canceled within
12hrs of the scheduled departure time. A no show will be charged the full amount of the charter cost.

All

DOCUMENTATION

Photo ID's are required prior to flight. Additionally official travel documents (passports, visas, etc.) are the responsibility of each passenger.
ITINERARY CHANGES and TRANSMITTAL OF CHANGES
Itinerary changes are permitted, but subject to aircraft and crew availability and subject to price adjustment. Notification of changes and/or
cancellations must be in writing and transmitted by telefax to (831) 678-4846 or emailed within the cancellation timeframe listed above.
RESPONSIBILITY

Except for its obligations under the Montreal Convention and indemnity obligations under the supplemental terms and conditions, MPI Jet
damage, loss, expense, indirect, special or consequential damages,
or other irregularity caused by the defect of any vehicle or conveyance, or the negligence of any company or person engaged in conveying
the passenger or carrying out the arrangements for your trip or by accident, delay, flight schedule, change, cancellation, sickness, weather,
strikes, war, quarantine, or any similar cause. MPI Jet DBA Monterey Pacific Executive Charter will not in any event be liable for loss of
money, jewelry, cameras, negotiable paper/securities, electronic/video/photographic equipment, heirlooms, antiques, artifacts, works of art,
silverware, irreplaceable books/publications/manuscripts/business documents, precious metals and other similar valuable and commercial
effects carried on the aircraft.
DBA Monterey pacific Executive Charter shall not be liable for any injury,

PARTIAL COMPLETION OF FLIGHTS
Charter Company is not liable for expenses incurred

for replacement transportation in the case of mechanical disruption, pilot availability
due to family emergencies or sickness or flight delays, (in such cases our charges apply only on portions of flight completed). If a fight does
not reach its destination due to weather, charges apply to any destination reached and return flight of the aircraft and crew (with or without
passengers) to home base. In the case of mechanicals, Charter Company may at its option provide substitute transportation of equal or
better quality which shall be charged as an additional fee to chaterer. In such cases Charter Company's original charges apply only on
portions of Right completed.
OPERATIONAL

Aircraft owned or leased by Charter Company are operated under FAA Part 135 Air Carrier Certificate ¹K7MA656N, contracted aircraft are
operated under their respective FAA Part 135 Air Carrier Certificates, in which case Charterer shall hold harmless and shall indemnify
Charter Company against any and all losses.
PAYMENT

Payment Terms:
A hold will be placed on the provided credit card for all fares at time of booking. Acceptable forms of payment are credit card, check, wire
transfer, or ACH (debit card/electronic bill pay/authorization of account withdrawal). Prices are valid for cash purchases. Credits cards will be
charged a 3.5% credit card transaction fee. Ground transportation will be billed as incurred. Customer agrees to pay the quoted amount via
credit card, should they fail to provide any other form of acceptable payment 48 hours prior to the first scheduled departure. Customer also
agrees to pay via credit card any fees associated with itinerary changes, cancellations, no-shows, incidentals, services requested and/or

cleaning/repair.
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX: Brokers are responsible for the collection of FEDERAL EXCISE TAX.
WIRE INSTRUCTIONS:

Monterey Pacific Executive Charter
40410 Arroyo Seco Rd.
Soledad, CA 93960 RobobankNA
Routing: 122238420
Account: 761788838
CREDIT CARD: VISA, MASTER CARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS.

PASSENGER INFORMATION NEEDED

-Names
-Weight of each passenger
-Baggage weights for each passenger

